Integrated reduction.
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Art. no. 560-845
Light from an invisible source.
Q FOUR range of luminaires.

Minimalistic luminaire bodies made of black or white aluminium with especially developed lenses for focused light emission and lighting effect on the desired surface only. A precise spot with brilliant, glare-free light creates different zones while accentuating rooms and their contents. The Q Four range of luminaires provides architects and lighting designers with a complete toolbox for the use of directed light.

Further information
nimbus-lighting.com/en/products/q-four-familie

Q FOUR IN. Minimalism in perfection.
The body of the Q Four In luminaire disappears flush with the ceiling, leaving the stage to the room’s architecture. Almost invisible whether switched on or off and with an astonishingly brilliant lighting effect: a spot that appears from nowhere without irritating glare or reflection in window surfaces at night.

The complete toolbox for architects and lighting designers:

Dimensions
155 x 155 x 52 mm external converter

Key technical specifications
2.700/3.000/4.000 K max. 16.4 W, up to 960 lumens 40°/80° beam angle, CRI > 90, IP 20